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The year’s at the spring
And day’s at the morn;
Morning’s at seven;
The hillside’s dew-pearled;
The lark’s on the wing;
The snail’s on the thorn;
God’s in His heaven All’s right with the world!
~Robert Browning
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, 2017 Spring Greeting to All !
Wonderful

Spring signifies a new beginning to the
landscape and I hope many new joys and

Spring brings such a glorious color to the
earth. Blossoms and leaves form on bare
trees, early flowers such as tulips and
daffodils show their beauty, the grass
even begins to green up.

happiness for all of you. And of course
don't forget that time honored tradition
of Spring Cleaning. Use up some of your
stash and make something beautiful this
JUDY

month.
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Add a little
color to
your life
with our
new
Gemstone
Batiks
collection.
Vibrant,
spicy, fun,
hot – the
more
adjectives
you can
think of, the
better this
fabric looks
in your
project.
Click on the
link below
to see the
full
selection.
You can purchase these wonderful fabrics by clicking here.

Don’t miss out on the chance to get
organized with Daun Putnam’s “Project
Bags” class. Four sizes to choose from
and a clear plastic window to let you see
what’s inside.

Maria Garcia – with PhD project #2

Nancy Tittman with another PhD Quilt of Valor.

Lucille Bell’s very traditional
Double Wedding Ring

Donna Ward is behind her March PhD somewhere.
There are 4 Basic
Food Groups:
Milk Chocolate
Dark Chocolate
White Chocolate
And
Chocolate Bunnies

Changing colors and placement
gives Paco Rich a different look
her PhD BOM blocks.

Jillyn Dille’s warm and wonderful flannel panel is just perfect for
our Spring weather. You must see this quilt close up to
appreciate the beautiful quilting in this PhD.

A STUPENDOUS Feb-Mar PhD from Elaine Snyder
See that little finger up in the top, left corner? That is the
Very Talented Finger of Terri Summers, creator
of this colorful Quilt of Valor

Obviously, Corina Valles had a
great time making this darling
sewing machine cover for her
granddaughter.

Sandy Shelley shows off her recycling talents with her
Old Jeans quilt.

Sandy Raines is getting
ready for the 4th of July
with her red, white and
blue wreath.

